
Transforming a leader through a partner, build, or buy strategy
CLIENT ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

Learn how we helped this leadership development company reposition themselves as an 
innovator in the market to achieve sustainable growth and digital transformation.

About the Client

The company is the market leader in 
Leadership Development. In business for over 
50 years and ranked in the top 10 
organizational development firms in the world 
according to US News and World Reports. The 
non-profit has more than 500 direct 
employees and hundreds of licensed delivery 
partners across distributed offices worldwide.

The Client’s Challenge

Digital Transformation & Revenue Growth
ASSESSMENT. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS. INNOVATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT. 

CASE STUDY

Senior management needed to transform 
past skills to skills in digital competencies. The 
company wanted to drastically improve their 
digital product and program delivery 
capability. New digital products were the 
future direction of the company and a 
potential for a more sustainable revenue 
growth strategy. The challenge was to alter 
the culture of the company from personal 
high touch services to autonomous, 
ubiquitous on-line services. These on-line 
products could deliver to the customer 
quantifiable measurement of leadership 
improvement.

THE PLAZABRIDGE APPROACH

Build Annuity 
Streams & 

Augment Revenue

Accelerate 
Innovation Pipeline 

to Commercialization

Build a Culture of 
Relevance

Act with a Sense of 
Urgency

Elevate Strategic 
Partnerships

Leverage Data to 
Drive Digital 

Transformation



Plazabridge Group was asked to perform discovery on 
what data already existed, where and how to tap into the 
data, and how could the data be monetized for the 
existing customer markets the company served.

Plazabridge Solution
• Conducted internal interviews with all global 

executives and key stakeholders

• Inventoried assets, including data the organization
had collected over their 50-year history – the data 
resides in various regions and offices around the 
world (distributed, not centrally managed)

• Evaluated all current solutions and associated assets

• Evaluated internal knowledge gaps

• PBG Team acted as Digital Interim Executives while 
also mentoring those internal employees needing 
digital transformation mentoring  

Key Findings
The traditional leadership model of Senior Executives 
and C-Suite attending costly programs has been 
successful as part of their traditional service lines. These 
programs serve the top echelon of large multi-national 
organizations. However, C-Suites are moving their 
development budgets to develop more high potential, 
young professional managers and individual 
contributors at an affordable cost. 

Outcomes
• Defined and recommended new products/services 

potential based on market trends

• Recommended strategies to monetize the data 
including development of key Machine Learning 
algorithms

• Recommended new business models and design for 
scale and annuity streams

• Recommended skills needed and knowledge gaps for 
the organization

• Added fractional talent to fill gaps and mentor skills 
where needed

Plazabridge Group 
Assessment Formula: 
Strategy for Success & 

Relevance

Assets
+

Culture
+

Growth Mindset
+ 

Scale
+

Innovation
=

SUCCESS!

PHASE 1: DISCOVERY



To Build, Partner, or Buy?
PBG’s digital transformation strategy revolved around decisions to build, partner, or buy. The 
justification of whether to partner or build internally was based in part on the alignment of
cultures, purpose, and desire to collaborate with shared outcomes. Partner agreements that 
protected data ownership were generated, leading to greater data integrity and asset protection. 
Partner relationship opportunities were identified and prioritized. With an eye on innovation 
relevance to company strategies, PBG offered recommendations on if the company should build 
internally, partner externally, or buy existing solutions to support the digital transformation.

Empowering the Internal Team
PBG mentored the development team in their efforts, aligning agile strategies within the 
organization. Together, they built a comprehensive product management framework for digital 
products. 

PBG built requirements gathering processes and roadmaps for features definitions, including 
strategic and technical roadmaps. They supported the development of best-in-class digital 
products to transform traditional business models and led product development for rapid release 
of MVP.

Gaining Executive Buy-in
Ongoing communication tailored to the company’s leadership was instrumental in gaining much 
needed buy-in for the success of these initiatives. PBG helped develop board level communication 
documentation for investment justification and secure buy-in. They also helped create dashboards 
for the C-suite and executives, providing a strong value proposition and ROI for buying decisions.

Taking the Next Step
PBG developed a strategic communication plan for new digital directions, repositioning the 
company. To assist with product launch, they developed MVP launch plans and a Beta piloting 
process, which included:

• Identify and close MVP pilot customers 

• Develop feedback process to standardized document related to new requirements and product 
features, enhancements to roadmap, and evolving strategic communications processes

• Build customer acquisition strategies 

PHASE 2: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Phase 2 Goals

Create 
Customer 

Engagement

Build 
Annuity 
Streams

Augment 
Revenue

Grow New 
Customer 

Opportunities

Have Global 
Appeal

Design Agile
Processes

During this phase, the Plazabridge Digital Transformation Innovation Team augmented in-house 
resources to implementation recommendations. The purpose was to accelerate the innovation
pipeline to commercialization through a focus on elevating strategic partnerships.



20+ strategic partners/opportunities 
• Initiated new contract documents/signings protecting client’s data and interests

• Closed four new partners within 2 months

• Launched new jointly developed digital product offerings to market within 3 months

$22 million in new opportunities (45% growth in customer pipeline) – first 4 months

$5 million+ contribution to growth (20% growth in new revenue) – first 4 months

2 new inhouse developed products to MVP in less than 5 months 
through increased innovation product output
• AI-driven conversational chat applications

• Automated personalized engagement applications 

• Pulsing, goal management and feedback applications based on personalized development data 

• Made essential product feature recommendations – leading to increased daily usage

Secured 3 net new Beta Pilot Customers for client and continued to lead pilot 
process for 9 months

Designed product UI and features for enhanced engagement
• Dynamic new content

• Greater personalization

BUSINESS IMPACT

Increasing Innovation 
Output

(contributing a forecast 
pipeline net-new 

revenue $25 million+)

Running & Managing a 
Successful Pilot (MVP 
and MMP) Program

(scalable growth 
models for new and 
existing customer 

acquisitions for new 
product)

Design Elements for 
Greater Efficiency & 

Improved Client 
Experience

(value proposition)

Roadmap Feedback & 
Recommendations 

Critical to Customer 
Engagement and 

Acquisition Success

IDENTIFIED SUCCESS MEASURES



CASE STUDY

“We never imagined all of the incredible value Plazabridge
Group could deliver when we first engaged them. They led us 

to where we needed to go, delivered daily and brought 
insights to the table that were essential to our decision 

making! They managed our expectations all along the way. 
It’s been 3.5 years and we see them as a continual and 

trusted resource.“


